Making the Most of Your *IJYT* Access

This benefit allows you to read online current and past issues of *IJYT*, the new *e-Pub Ahead of Print* articles, as well as publications from our Symposium on Yoga Therapy and Research (SYTAR) and Symposium on Yoga Research (SYR). This provides a wealth of resources for your own research and it is all searchable!

To take advantage of member benefit, follow these simple directions.

- From the page “Member Access to IJYT”, **Click to access IJYT online!**
- You will be taken to the home page of *IJYT* online.
- From the home page you can choose “Current Issue,” “Available Issues” (Past), and “Online First” (e-Pub – Ahead of Print) to access all of the published information.
• Click on Available Issues to see over twenty-five years of publications!

• To make the most of your access, you can “Register for a Profile.” (This is specific to the IJYT Online site, it is not related to your IAYT Profile.)
• You can use the search function to find articles by topic, author, publication date and more. Simply enter your criteria into the Quick Search field.

• We hope that you will use this great benefit often and customize it for your own use by setting up an IJYT Online profile.